DIGITAL INNOVATION HUBS:
AN OPPORTUNITY FOR COLLABORATION BETWEEN EUROPE AND AFRICA

FEB 9 2023
Online @ 9:00 CET

CO-ORGANIZED

AGENDA

WELCOME and HOUSEKEEPING (10 mins) - Massimo Privitera (ESN - HUBiquitous)

SESSION 1: Introduction of the initiatives (40 mins)

- The HUBiquitous project and its outcomes - Servane Crave (Orange - HUBiquitous)
- The DIH4AI project and its outcomes - David Brunelleschi (Intellera Consulting - DIH4AI)

SESSION 2: Showcase of DIHs, innovative solutions and ecosystem connectors (70 mins)

- AI experiments from DIH4AI: Jaime Codagnone & Noemi Luna Carmeno (Intellera Consulting - DIH4AI)
- Experimental Facility Management: Simon Dalmoen (TNO - DIH4AI)
- Smart Solar Box: Markus Duchon (Fortiss - DIH4AI)
- Service Partners Onboarding: Hartwell Ayambiliko (Cloudport - HUBiquitous)
- Presentation of an IoT solution from HUBiquitous: Chinagozi Daniel (IGHUB - HUBiquitous)
- Presentation of Afrilabs: Moataz Helmy (Afrilabs)
- Closing remarks: Massimo Privitera (ESN - HUBiquitous)
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